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Abstract 
For the past four years, students and student teachers taking applied linguistics at the University of Guam were required to design 
class projects using SCRATCH, a free downloadable program from MIT.  Their projects had to integrate principles of second 
language teaching/learning or other subfields of applied linguistics into their projects. In 2012 and 2013, students integrated their 
computer projects into their lesson plans for elementary, middle, or high school students.   This presentation will propose criteria 
for evaluating students’ computer projects and summarize students' assessments of and comments about, using MIT’s SCRATCH 
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1. Background of the study 
In the 21st century, technology has become such a vital part of almost everyone’s lives that  effective 
educators must make it an integral part of their lessons and lesson plans as well.   Just as mobile devices like 
Androids, iPads and iPhones have become part and parcel of students’ common everyday conveniences, every 
cutting-edge educator must make computers and technology part and parcel of their teaching.  They must find ways 
to make technology contribute to better teaching and better learning.  The programming tool SCRATCH is an 
example of a promising classroom tool.  In the past four Fall semesters, students of Applied Linguistics (LN400/G) 
at the University of Guam were required to design SCRATCH computer projects for possible use in the classroom, 
for students of different ages and levels of competency.  After becoming familiar with second language 
learning/acquisition theories, applied linguistics students were required to think of ways to integrate SCRATCH  into 
possible classroom lessons in foreign language teaching and other content areas.  They were told that their projects 
had to reflect their creativity, imagination, (multi-) cultural / ethnic sensitivity, and teaching ability. 
What is SCRATCH?  SCRATCH is a relatively simple programming language that enables anyone to do 
graphics, animation, interactive games, music – the possibilities are endless.  The SCRATCH Program consists of a 
sprite (and other) characters, & a list of commands that can be added to a project to say and or do whatever is to be 
taught.  All commands are listed along the side of the program in the form of puzzle-like pieces that can be added to 
the script.  Developed by MIT Media Lab’s Lifelong Kindergarten Group (2004, 2013), with support from 
organizations and businesses like the National Science Foundation, Microsoft, Google, and Intel, SCRATCH was 
designed to stimulate and encourage anyone interested, from children to adults, not only to think critically, logically 
and creatively, but also to work collaboratively.  Posted sample programs and tutorials on the net can be invaluable 
to those who wish to learn using the program.  Fall 2010, 2011, and 2012 applied linguistics students used 
SCRATCH Version 1.4; Fall 2013 students used the new Scratch 2.0 version.  It was hoped that the new version 
would take care of the difficulties students had with the earlier version.    
SCRATCH  is an attractive option for educators because it gives student-teachers a chance to learn doing 
hands-on basic programming as well as apply the theories they have learned in class, to actual lessons that put those 
theories to the student and classroom test.    Most importantly, it is free: anyone can download it from the net.  Even 
though the program was originally intended for younger learners to learn basic programming, I wanted to see what 
university students of applied linguistics could do with this MIT-generated program, to help their present and future 
students with the acquisition of a second language, or the learning of content areas (Quan 2013, q.v.). 
Applied Linguistics at the University of Guam (LN400G) is a one-semester, 3-month 
undergraduate/graduate course that ESL, and English-language/linguistics track majors must take.  It is an optional 
course for other education majors.  Although the course surveys the main subfields of Applied Linguistics, the first 
half of the semester covers second language acquisition theories, e.g.,  Cross-linguistic Influence or CLI  (Kellerman 
1995, Odlin 2003) –the weak version that remains from the controversial Contrastive Analysis Hypothesis (Lado 
1957); Krashen’s (1981,1982,1983, 1985, 1997) theory with its bundle of five hypotheses – Monitor, Acquisition vs. 
Learning, Affective Filter, Input i+1,  and Natural Order Hypotheses;  Cognitive Theory (McLaughlin 1987, Scovel 
1999, R. Ellis 1997);  Social Constructivist Theories (Long 1996, 2003);  Inter/Intralanguage/Fossilization Theories 
(Selinker & Lamendella 1979, Long 2003),  and  Eckman’s (1981, 2004) Markedness Differential Hypothesis from 
Universal Theory (Chomsky(an),  and language universals and typology (Greenberg, Ferguson, 1978).  
2. Communicative competence  
A previous paper (Quan 2013) proposed a model of the relationship between L2Acquisition theories and 
communicative classroom methods in the applied linguistics class projects based on Hymes’ (1974) notion of 
“communicative competence”: 
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COMMUNICATIVE COMPETENCE IN A FOREIGN LANGUAGE CLASS 
 
Fun, Engaging Activities 
   
L2Acquisition Theories  Å Æ    Communicative Classroom Methods  Å Æ Lesson Plans & Tools 
    Learner characteristics    TASK-BASED   (exploring SCRATCH) 
Language theories  Linguistics, Grammar, Rhetoric       Teachers evaluating 
Content area learning   the effectiveness of 
                             Culture, social learning/teaching                  available programs/tools 
 
 
H.D. Brown (2007) enumerated some characteristics of an ideal communicative language teaching 
classroom (cf. Hymes 1972 on communicative competence). They include the need for the following:  a) cultural, 
social, as well as linguistic competence;  b) authenticity and functionality in lesson design;  c) the necessity of  
sometimes sacrificing grammatical accuracy for fluency, or “getting the point across” for successful communication, 
especially in the early stages;  d) the need to develop students’ ability to actually be able to function in real-life 
situations, in the target language setting, beyond the classroom.  To his list, I added another:  the need for positive 
rapport between students and between students and the teacher, to facilitate language learning/acquisition in the 
foreign language classroom. 
 
The first year of the SCRATCH 1.4 project in the Applied Linguistics classroom was exploratory and 
collaborative, with each group of 3 or 4 students submitting one project. In the second and third Fall semesters, 
every student was required to program his or her own project, although students were encouraged to work in groups 
to help each other out, or for “knowers” to help others. A  student from the previous year was invited to speak to the 
class, give advice, and answer questions about the program.  This knower-helping-novices approach apparently 
helped students a lot.  In Fall 2013, students used the newest version of Scratch (2.0) in their projects and submitted 
individual projects.   
  
3. Criteria for assessment 
 Criteria for evaluating students’ projects have been developed. They involve examining how the individual 
projects tie in with the theories of foreign language acquisition and communicative learning methods.  Issues 
addressed are the following: 
 
• The theory or hypothesis behind the project 
 Reasons for choosing a particular project or topic 
  The L2Learning theory / hypothesis or communicative learning method that “jives”  
or matches with  the program design or that the design addresses 
  The “closeness of fit” between the project, the course content, and the course learning 
 objectives as stated in the LN400G Applied Linguistics course outline and syllabus 
• Use of the Scratch Program 
The simplicity/complexity of the programming project: mastery or lack thereof? 
The time spent to plan, design, write, organize the program itself 
Online Tutorials that inspired and or helped with the project 
The planning vs. the execution:  any technical problems with the program or content? 
Audience and Purpose: consistent from beginning to end of program? 
Feedback from classmates:  were suggestions and comments taken in to account in the final project? 
• Execution and Communicative Goals in the Classroom 
User-friendliness of the program for the intended audience 
Ease of learning content 
 The project:   Task based? Goal oriented? 
 Cultural sensitivity and awareness of social rules beyond grammar or declarative knowledge 
  
Grade and level-appropriateness of activities (content, inputting responses) with regards  
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 to the intended audience 
The purpose of the project/lesson:   Accomplished?  
Assessment:  is it included in the project?  Or separate? 
Integration between the project, lesson plan, PowerPoint (& other tools), and  
 Assessment (whichever is applicable).  
   
• Adjustability and Modifiability 
 With the basic design of the program remaining unchanged, can the lesson content be 
 modified for use in subjects or other content areas?  
Should the project be modified, expanded, or improved for future use?  How? 
Can the same program be used and or modified to teach multi-level and multi-age students? 
Any bugs? Any glaring problems that should be addressed? 
 
 
4.  Student Feedback 
 
Students, in turn, evaluated the value of Scratch in their final papers. Their comments are summarized in 
Table 1 and Table 2 below. 
 
Table 1.  UOG Applied Linguistics students’ evaluations of Scratch 1.4. from 2010-2012 
      STUDENTS’ POSITIVE COMMENTS STUDENTS’ NEGATIVE COMMENTS 
1. Fun! 1. Very time consuming 
2. Great learning experience 2. Not easy to learn in the beginning 
3. A useful tool for educators who want a different teaching method in 
the classroom 
3. Hard to coordinate sounds, movements 
4. A creative alternative to Powerpoint, lectures, chalkboards, with the 
teacher talking all the time! 
4. Takes a few days to learn and feel comfortable with program 
5. Allows teachers to be very creative 5. UTube video tutorials were too basic 
6. Middle and high school students can use Scratch to do presentations, 
create games themselves, have fun! 
6. Commands are hard to learn; challenging for teachers who are not 
programming-savvy! 
7.  No limit as to what it can do 7.Takes a lot of patience and time that teachers may not have 
8.  A useful tool for ESL/EFL students as well as native speakers  8. What if classrooms don’t have computers? 
 
   What if students don’t have computers at home? 
 
 
Students’ suggestions for improving SCRATCH 1.4 included the following: 
• Make it more user-friendly because colorful and inviting interface belies the complexity of the scripts 
needed to make a functional product 
• Simplify the tabs:  there are too many tabs and dozens of options: hard to know where to start to move a  
sprite  from points A to B- so simplify the commands! 
• Simplify complex terms that are hard for ordinary people to translate to layman’s terms 
• Make tutorial more user-friendly! 
 
Fall 2013 students, after using SCRATCH’s new version 2.0  that came out in May 2013, gave narrative evaluations 
given in the table below: 
 
Table 2.  UOG Applied Linguistics students’ evaluations of the new Scratch 2.0 in Fall 2013 
STUDENTS’ POSITIVE COMMENTS STUDENTS’ NEGATIVE COMMENTS 
1. Fun, interactive; keeps kids engaged 1. Time-consuming 
2. An inspiring tool that promotes learning 2. Confusing and intimidating in the beginning, especially for those 
starting from “scratch”! 
3. A versatile tool for teaching anything, not just Scratch 3. Must coordinate sounds, movements, conversation bubbles to 
minimize overlaps and interference 
4. Availability of tutorials, as well as sprite library for resources 4. Takes a few hours to a few days to learn and feel comfortable with 
the program 
5.  Ease of recording audio material 5. Even minor editing entails watching the entire presentation from 
the beginning, to coordinate timing and esthetics 
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6.  A good tool for incorporating technology into the classroom 6.  Hard to coordinate sounds, sprites, backgrounds, functions 
7. Scratch 2.0 has tutorials for every one of its 10 steps posted on 
the website 
7.  Program lacks a conventional playback method; “snapping” feature 
was annoying 
8.  A useful program for teachers and students of all ages 8.  Problems with costumes tabs that enlarge the characters; must 
restart the program to fix the problem – a waste of time 
9.  Can integrate any outside photo, figure, or drawing into the 
program 
9. Can speech bubbles be automatically prevented from covering 
other characters’ features? 
10. Availability of sample programs from the website and UTube to 
help with programming and ideas 
10.  A minor editing change in the program entails replaying the 
entire presentation from the beginning 
11. Questions, concerns, problems not addressed by the Scratch 
website are Google-able. 
11.  Program’s tutorial voice sounded bored and boring. Can it be 
made to sound more enthusiastic? 
 
Fall 2013 students’ suggestions and comments included the following: 
• Design a more interactive and thorough tutorial that comes with Scratch: use Scratch to teach Scratch for 
hands-on experience with the program. 
• Design the program to reach older learners not previously exposed to technology; program must attract 
older learners too, who may not be as tech-savvy. 
• Students must have pre planned and prepared scripts, dialogues, audio files, video files, sprites, and 
backgrounds written down before starting the programming, in order to coordinate the “fun” of learning 
programming, the teaching methodology of the lesson, the theories  of Second Language Acquisition that 
apply, and the focus/content of the project. 
 
5.  Conclusion 
For students, the process of designing the SCRATCH project is not linear. Based on four years’ observation, the 
steps for many student teachers appear to be: a) Downloading Scratch (1.4 from 2010 to 2012;  2.0 for 2013);  b) 
Tinkering with the program itself to figure out its basic mechanics; c) Looking at tutorials that come with the 
program itself for familiarization;  d)  Playing with, manipulating very simple programs;  e) Planning, designing 
their personal project:  audience, purpose, method, content, characters, layout, backgrounds: sounds, colors, plot (if 
applicable); f)  Looking for possible tutorials and other sample programs from the Scratch website, YouTube, or 
Google that loosely match what students aim to do; g) Writing the program; h) Looking for sample programs again 
to see how their program matches the sample programs and to figure out how to make necessary modifications and 
corrections;  i) editing, correcting, modifying, simplifying, adding on;  j) going back and forth between (f), (g) (h) (i)  
(b,c,d,e may be included as well) as many times as possible;  k) changing or scrapping the planned program if 
necessary and starting over again;  l) running the program as many times as possible to test how well it runs;  m) 
presenting the project at the University of Guam’s Annual Regional Language Arts Conference;  n) running the 
program in class;  o) making necessary changes based on teacher and classmate feedback before turning the project 
and its write-up;  p) fitting the project into an actual lesson plan. 
 
Applied Linguistics students at the University of Guam will continue using SCRATCH in their projects and will 
continue presenting them at the university’s annual language arts conference.   The versatility and the timely 
upgrading of the program to make it more user-friendly for children and adults place it in the cutting edge of basic 
programming and teaching. Scratch is one of the tools that teachers can use to enhance and reinforce language 
learning as well as learning in the other content areas.  Its simplicity is its strength because it makes the program 
accessible to those without any previous background in programming.  Its “cartoon” characters make it (and 
therefore also the process of programming) less intimidating to children and adults alike.  
 
However, among issues to be addressed are copyrighted materials. If teachers use Disney or Star Wars 
characters in their projects, for example, what do copyright laws require?   What are the possible negative 
consequences if they were to post these projects online, for example? Do they have to invent their own characters 
instead of borrowing characters the audience is already familiar with, like Princess Leah, Hello Kitty, or Dora the 
Explorer? 
Appendix A 
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Figure A1. M.Camacho (2012).Japanese homonyms                       Figure A2. Z.Chua (2012). Japanese particles. 
 
 
           
 
Figure A3. R. Flores (2013). English verbs.                                         Figure A4. M.H.Cruz (2013). Vowel harmony in Chamoru 
 
 
            
 
Figure A5. N.Soliva (2012). English particles.                                       Figure A6. M.M. Milan (2013) Poetry: similes, metaphors 
 
 
             
 
Figure A7. N.Mendiola (2013). Under the sea animals-Chamoru      Figure A8. E.Quiel (2013). Korean animal sounds.              
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